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FEATURE TITLE...
Earthly Delights
by Kerry Greenwood
(277pp Pb 19.95) 
Kerry Greenwood launches
a new series, set in modern
Melbourne and introducing
Corinna Chapman, baker
and reluctant investigator.
Baking is an alchemical
process for Corinna. 
At 4 a.m. she starts work at
Earthly Delights, her bakery
in Calico Alley. But one
morning she receives a
threatening note saying
'The wages of sin is death'
and finds a syringe in her
cat's paw. A blue-faced
junkie has collapsed in the
dark alley and a mysterious
man with beautiful eyes
appears with a plan for
Corinna and her bread.
Then it is Goths, dead drug
addicts, witchcraft, a
homeless boy and a
missing girl and it seems
she will never get those
muffins cooked in time. 
With flair, chutzpah and a
talent for kneading, Corinna
will find out who exactly is
threatening her life and
bake some beautiful bread. 
This series is sure to
please fans of the Phryne
Fisher series and I look
forward to the next
instalment. 

- Peter

http://www.abbeys.com.au/items.asp?id=256522


Jane ADAMS
Angel Eyes

312pp Pb 22.00
On a cold Sunday morning, ex-copper
Ray Flowers has little more to worry
about than tackling his unwieldy garden.
But his weekend peace is suddenly
interrupted by an unexpected phone call.
(English) 
Donna ANDERS

Night Stalker 390pp Pb 17.95
Julia Farley is a

hard-working single
mother still recovering
from a marriage gone
wrong. Suddenly, her
family becomes a
target of repeated
vandalism and
physical threats from
an unknown predator.
(American) 

Guillermo ARRIAGA
Sweet Scent of Death 

160pp Pb 22.95
A gritty, violent, but cunningly crafted
rustic revenge tragedy set in a small
Mexican village. With deceptive
simplicity, Arriaga depicts how a trail of
gunpowder gossip can erupt into
unstoppable violence. (Mexican) 
Michael ASHER

Sandstorm 384pp Tp 29.95
In 1943, Billy Sterling regains

consciousness beside the wreckage of a
light aircraft and the corpse of the pilot. In
1950, George Sterling is still experiencing
profound anguish over the disappearance
of his son, who hasn't been seen for seven
years. Then George is contacted by a
mysterious stranger who claims to be the
co-pilot of the crashed plane and who has
information that could lead to Billy - for a
price. Another suspenseful thriller from
the author of Rare Earth. (English) 
Marian BABSON

In the Teeth of Adversity (1990) 
167pp Pb 17.95

Doug Perkins, his partner Gerry, and
their cat, Pandora, have one job to do:
spin gaffes into gold. But this cosy little
London PR agency is about to get
involved in a disastrous affaire dentaire.
Endicott Zayle, dentist to the rich and
famous, has just killed a beautiful woman
with an experimental anaesthetic. Or did
he? (American) 
Christopher BELTON

Isolation 372pp Pb 17.95
A biologically engineered

bacterium (that, at its onset, produces
symptoms similar to flu, but in fact is a
highly contagious form of meningitis) has
accidentally been set loose on the public.
Now the disease is spreading like
wildfire; can it be stopped?
(Anglo/Japanese) 
Anthony BERKELEY

Roger Sheringham and the
Vane Mystery (1927) 

259pp Tp 25.95
When Mrs Vane is
found dead at the
bottom of the cliffs
at Ludmouth Bay,
the verdict is of
accidental death.
Then the editor of
The Courier sends
gentleman sleuth
Roger Sheringham
to find out why. He
uncovers some
murky truths about Mrs Vane�s life and a
second murder. (English) 

Margaret BEVEGE
Decision Time 179pp Pb 23.50
This third instalment to feature

Elizabeth Ludowski, now firmly
established as a Police Commissioner�s
�Special�, sees her cover another four
cases following on from Rough Passage
(Pb 23.50) and On Probation (Pb 23.50).
(Australian) 
Carmel BIRD

Cape Grimm   302pp Tp 29.95
On the far north west coast of

Tasmania at Cape Grimm lies the isolated
community of Skye, which practices a
religion that reveres the imagination.
When Caleb Mean is born, his
grandmother has a vision telling her he is
the Chosen One. On Caleb's 34th
birthday, he locks the whole community
into the meeting hall and incinerates
them. The only survivors are Caleb, his
lover Virginia, and their baby daughter,
Golden. How could such a thing happen?
Do the answers lie in the history of Skye
itself or do the only real clues lie in the
dark truths of fairytales? (Australian) 
Claudia BISHOP

A Puree of Poison #11 
260pp Pb 17.95

Hemlock Falls is a
pretty little town in
upstate New York.
Sarah Quilliam, with
her talent for
business, runs the
Inn. Her sister, Meg,
keeps the patrons
happy with her
culinary abilities. But
when it comes to
murder, the Quilliam
sisters have to rely on other skills.
(American) 
Ingrid BLACK

Dead   416pp Pb 18.95
Five years ago, Ed Fagan, the serial

killer known as the Night Hunter,
disappeared. Since then nothing has been
heard from him. But now a Dublin
newspaper has received a letter claiming
to be from Fagan with a chilling message:
he's going to kill again. When the body of
prostitute Mary Lynch is found, the
police believe the murderer may well be
Fagan. But is it? (Irish) 
Alice BLANCHARD

The Breathtaker
367pp Tp 29.95

Promise, Oklahoma, is in the middle of
Tornado Alley. A deadly twister has left
people dead and injured and caused $40
million worth of damage. At first it seems
as though the Pepper family are just four
more statistics on the death roll, but
Police Chief Charlie Grover soon realises
that their bodies have been arranged to
look like storm victims, while the cause of
their deaths is the hand of man, not an act
of god. (American) 
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Lilian Jackson BRAUN
The Cat Who Talked Turkey #26

224pp Hb 59.95
When the Klingenschoen Foundation
decides to build a new bookstore, the
people of Moose County prepare to
celebrate the gala groundbreaking of the
new store. But no one is prepared for the
discovery of a man's body on the same
day. Now Qwill and his cats have their
work cut out for them. (American) 
Christopher BROOKMYRE

The Sacred Art of Stealing
410pp Pb 22.95

The press tend to talk about bank
robberies as being daring, ingenious and
audacious. They don�t describe many as
Dadaist, even the ones who know what
�Dadaist� means. But how else does one
explain choreographed dancing gunmen
in Buchanan Street, or the surreal
methods they use to stay one step ahead
of the cops. (Scottish) 
Edna BUCHANAN

Ice Maiden  306pp Pb 19.95
A cleverly conceived and expertly

executed performance, Buchanan knows
both the politics of the newsroom and the
cop shop as Britt Montero and Sgt Craig
Burch discover that the price of justice can
sometimes be too high to pay. (American) 
Mark BURNELL

Gemini 488pp Pb 14.95
Has a notorious Serbian warlord

resurfaced in the Far East? Confirmed
dead four years ago in Kosovo, he is
Stephanie Patrick�s new assignment and
the man closely associated with
something called Gemini. But what was
Gemini? A terror network? An
international criminal organisation? Or a
myth? (English) 
Ian CALLINAN

Appointment at Amalfi   
201pp Tp 25.95

This is a whodunit with an existential
twist in the tail. In the end, Callinan
creates a drama of illicit love and
crippling remorse. Beneath the glittering
surface of fame and triumph lurk a fatal
error and unforgivable sin. There is a
justice that is beyond the law and it comes
from within. (Australian) 
Andrea CAMILLERI

Snack Thief #3 289pp Pb 15.95
When an elderly man is stabbed to

death in an elevator and a crewman on an
Italian fishing trawler is machine-gunned
by a Tunisian patrol
boat off Sicily�s coast,
only Inspector
Montalbano, with his
keen insight into
human nature,
suspects the link
between the two
incidents. (Italian) 

J R CARROLL
Blindside   415pp Pb 19.95
Shaun McCreadie was a young

detective with a bright future, until he
crossed the line and suddenly found
himself behind prison bars for his role in
a brutal home invasion that left two
people dead. 11 years later he is out of
jail. The first thing he does is retrieve the
$2.8 million from the heist, in the process
locking horns with the man sent to kill
him and confiscate the cash. (Australian) 
Mark CHISNELL

Wrecking Crew 320pp Pb 18.95
Set in the steamy jungles of Indonesia

and the shipping lanes of Borneo, this fast
paced thriller features modern piracy and
psychological dilemmas: can you justify
killing someone you don't know in order
to save the life of someone you love?
And, if so, how many unknown people
can you sacrifice? (English) 
Agatha CHRISTIE

Poirot: The War Years
535pp Tp 29.95

This trilogy of bestselling novels includes
One, Two, Buckle My Shoe (1940), Five
Little Pigs (1942) and Taken at the Flood
(1948). (English) 
Tom CLANCY

Red Rabbit 928pp Pb 19.95
Long before

becoming President,
Jack Ryan is a novice
CIA Analyst. One of
his first assignments
is to debrief a high-
level Soviet defector
who tells an amazing
tale of officials
planning to
assassinate Pope John
Paul II. In the end,
however, it will not just be the Pope�s life,
but the stability of the Western world that
is at stake.  (Australian) 
Harlan COBEN

One False Move (1998)
280pp Tp 29.95

Brenda Slaughter is no
damsel in distress.
Myron Bolitar is no
bodyguard. But Myron
has agreed to protect
the bright, strong and
beautiful basketball
star. And he is about to
find out if he�s man
enough to unravel the
tragic riddle of her life.
(American) 
Max Allan COLLINS

CSI: Body of Evidence   
320pp Pb 14.95

An original novel based on the critically
acclaimed television series with all the
regular characters. (American) 

Jodi COMPTON
The 37th Hour 324pp Tp 32.95
On a chilly Minnesota morning,

Detective Sarah Pribek comes home to
find that her husband and fellow cop,
Michael Shiloh, never arrived in Virginia
to begin his FBI training. This is a
powerful and subtle novel of family,
friendship and loss, and a thriller that
will catch you off guard at every turn.
(American) 
Michael CONNELLY

Lost Light 341pp Pb 17.95
Harry Bosch has finally quit the

LAPD. When he left, he took a file with
him; the case of a young woman
murdered four years earlier. The crime
was linked to a $2 million robbery on a
movie set, and the LAPD think the money
was used by terrorists. Now, with time on
his hands, Harry looks at the old file
again. (American) 
Beverly CONNOR

One Grave Too Many   
383pp Pb 17.95

This novel introduces one of today�s most
insightful and complex investigators:
forensic anthropologist Diane Fallon.
When the dead speak, Diane listens � to
their bones... (American) 
Stephen COONTS

Liberty   481pp Pb 18.95
A Jake Grafton novel. In the

aftermath of the savage attacks on the
World Trade Centre, a new terrorist
organisation is determined to mount a
deadly strike designed to destroy the
USA as a world power. Jake learns that
the foreign terrorists have domestic
friends. Someone within America wants
the attack to succeed. (American) 
William COUGHLIN & Walter SORRELLS

Proof of Intent 
370pp Pb 17.95

Charley Sloan isn�t your typical lawyer.
But then again, this isn�t your typical
case. When famous author and
hometown hero Miles Dane is arrested
for murdering his wife, it seems like an
open and shut case. Only in the crucible
of the final fevered moments of the trial
will Charley put the pieces together and
reveal the stunning truth. (American) 
Robert CRAIS

Last Detective   
343pp Pb 17.95

Elvis Cole #9. Elvis Cole loves his
girlfriend Lucy, but his job as a PI has
stretched their relationship to the limit;
especially when it brings danger too close
to Lucy�s beloved son, Ben. Lucy left Ben
in Elvis�s care and then he was
kidnapped! They don�t want money.
They want retribution. (American) 
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David CRAY
Little Girl Blue 314pp Tp 29.95
E v e r y t h i n g

changes for Lt Julia
Brennan, NYPD, on a
January morning in
Central Park. The
commander of a
Manhattan North
homicide squad, she
inspects the body of an
unidentified young
girl. Naked, her skin
blue from the cold, her feet cut and
scraped as if from desperate flight, the
grim sight of the dead child in an instant
turns Brennan�s priorities upside down.
(American) 
Murray DAVIES

The Devil�s Handshake   
646pp Pb 18.95

The compelling drama of a fugitive in a
hostile land, confronted with an
impossible mission. This novel takes an
authentic look at the loneliness and
conflicting loyalties often thrown up in
wartime. (English) 
Jeffery DEAVER

Twisted   383pp Tp 32.95
This collection of 16 short stories is

instantly gripping and impossible to put
down, taking your breath away time and
time again. Nothing is as it seems in the
twisted world of Jeffery Deaver.
(American) 
John DECURE

Reef Dance  403pp Pb 17.95
13 years ago, J

Shepard�s mother
walked out of his life
forever. Since then, the
rolling surf has been his
only escape, a refuge
from the daily stress of
his job defending
parents in the
overburdened LA
Juvenile Dependency Court. When J is
assigned a high profile case, one in which
a mother is accused of selling her child to
the highest bidder, even a day in the surf
doesn�t offer solace. (American) 
Jack DEBRUL

Deep Fire Rising   483pp Pb 19.95
Geologist adventurer Philip Mercer

returns in his latest adventure, beginning
beneath the fabled Area 51 and
propelling us to the edge of prophesied
global destruction. (American) 
Martin EDWARDS (editor)

Mysterious Pleasures   
370pp Tp 35.00

On the 50th anniversary of the Crime
Writers� Association comes a unique
collection of short stories from its most
illustrious members. Authors include
Robert Barnard, Reginald Hill, Lindsey
Davis, Colin Dexter, Val McDermid, Ian
Rankin plus 18 more. (English) 

Elaine FLINN
Dealing in Murder

367pp Pb 16.95
A Molly Doyle mystery. Elizabeth Porter
was a top-of-the-line Manhattan antiques
dealer until her ex-husband and his
lover�s flagrantly criminal scam left her
reputation in tatters. Now, using a new
name, Molly Doyle, she is starting over in
a rundown antiques shop in cosy Carmel,
California. (American) 
Colin FORBES

The Cell  424pp Pb 18.95
Is Al-Qa�eda about

to attack London?
Tweed, reverting to his
one time role as
shrewd detective, is
convinced of this.
Aided by Paula Grey
and Bob Newman, he
skilfully eludes
government security
services who believe
he is wrong. (English) 
Colin FORBES

No Mercy 322pp Tp 29.95
Tweed, once top Yard detective, now

SIS Deputy Director, reluctantly agrees to
check out suspect Michael, urged by his
old friend, Superintendent Buchanan.
Found by Buchanan seated on steps in
Whitehall, Michael uttered only three
words: �I witnessed murder�. (English) 
John FRANCOME

Inside Track  416pp Pb 18.95
Pippa Hutchinson is an aspiring

young trainer. She enlists the help of her
brother Jamie, once a star jockey and now
trying to revive his career. But former
wild boy Jamie has demons to deal with -
like the hostility of those who can never
forgive him for a young lad's death.
(English) 
John FRANCOME

Stalking Horse  311pp Tp 32.95
Francome brings authenticity to

tales of the horse racing circuit and, like
Dick Francis, goes beyond the thunder of
the turf to the skulduggery of the trading
ring. (English) 
Nicci FRENCH

Secret Smile  309pp Tp 29.95
How could

something as
innocent as a smile
lead to murder?
When Miranda
Cotton returns
from work to find
her new boyfriend,
Brendan, reading
her diary, she ends
the relationship
and throws him out
of her flat. Getting Brendan out of her life,
however, is not so easy. (English) 

Reg GADNEY
Scholar of Extortion

384pp Tp 29.95
An exhilarating, white knuckle thriller
about modern piracy in the Far East. In
Klaas-Pieter Terajima, Gadney has
created Alan Roslyn�s most fearsome foe
to date, and perhaps one of the most
convincing and terrifying psychopaths in
contemporary fiction. (English) 
Paul GARRISON

Sea Hunter 374pp Pb 19.95
There is something swimming beneath

the placid surface of Caribbean waters;
something sleek and frightening, an
inexplicable perversion of the natural
order. Virgin Islands charter captain
David Hope has seen it, and his
passenger, beautiful renegade filmmaker
Sally Moffitt, has captured its image.
Now, they have something that one man
will do anything to possess. (American) 
Bartholomew GILL

Death in Dublin   
352pp Pb 17.95

The theft of The Book
of Kells (an exquisite
9th century amalgam
of Christian doctrine
and Celtic legend)
from the Trinity
College library is, in
itself, a most
shocking crime. But it
is the brutal slaying
of the night
watchman that
throws Peter McGarr of the Dublin
Murder Squad into the mix. (Irish) 
Dorothy GILMAN

Kaleidoscope   241pp Pb 17.95
Madame Karitska, who first

appeared in the �Clairvoyant Countess�
returns in this second charming mystery
featuring the psychic Madame and her
good friend Detective Lieutenant Pruden.
(American) 
Victor GISCHLER

Gun Monkeys   284pp Tp 27.50
Charlie Swift is an

old school kind of
guy. Runs a tight
ship. Respects his
boss. Takes care of
his mum and kid
brother. And he is a
stone cold killer,
because in Charlie�s
world, problems are
solved with bullets,
blades and brass
knuckles. So, when a
fancy new wave hood, hungry for the
prime Orlando territory Charlie enforces,
offs most of Charlie�s boys in a bloody
mob takeover, our man has got to step in
and make it right. (American) 
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Leonard GOLDBERG

Fever Cell   367pp Pb 17.95
In the men�s room at LAX, an

unidentified passenger has been found
murdered. Authorities suspect ties to a
terrorist organisation. But the answer to
who killed him and why remains
frustratingly out of reach. Called in by the
FBI to perform the top secret autopsy is
forensic pathologist Joanna Blalock, but
even she and her partner, homicide
detective Jake Sinclair, cannot foresee the
implications of the victim�s death.
(American) 
Kat GOLDRING

Work of the Angels  
279pp Pb 15.95

Schoolteacher Willi Gallagher is a regular
kind of girl in a not so regular town. The
next door neighbours read palms and
hold séances, and the town investigator
haunts her with cryptic riddles. Then
murder enters the scene and Willi wants
to help the investigation in any way she
can. The third in this whimsical but
delightful series. (American) 
Winston GRAHAM

Marnie (1961)   319pp Hb 30.95
Winston Graham is best known as the

creator of the historical Poldark novels,
which were later turned into a BBC TV
series. The charming Marnie presents a
professional facade to the world, but
beneath the surface, she is a rebel against
the law. (English) 
Jim GRAND

Unit Omega   299pp Pb 17.95
In charge of

i n v e s t i g a t i n g
unusual scientific
phenomena for the
UN, Harold
Collins is the last
word in the
u n e x p l a i n e d .
When a world
renowned scientist
reports a sighting
of the legendary
Loch Ness
monster, Collins thinks it is the chance he
needs to prove his worth. But the
disturbance turns out to be much bigger
(and more dangerous) than the folklore
ever suggested. The monster is only the
beginning. (American) 
Chloe GREEN

Fashion Victim  288pp Pb 15.95
The third Dallas O�Connor

mystery. What Dallas is not ready for is
the dead body that washes up on the
beach, and then disappears without a
trace. The girls laugh it off to a bad
hangover from too much rum punch. But
no one is laughing when one of the girls is
nearly poisoned to death. (American) 

Bill GUY
Smokescreens and Searchlights

280pp Tp 29.95
This is a novel that reflects the endemic
practice of deception by people of power
who operate behind a screen of secrecy,
cover-up and downright lies. It involves a
mining company, a dead boy, a
newspaper editor, whistleblowers and a
cover-up by politicians and the company.
(Australian) 
Georgie HALE

Better Than Death 
308pp Pb 18.95

25 years ago, Matthew Cosgrave and four
fellow students at Blackport University
were tried for a serious crime. Acquitted,
Matthew went on to a happy marriage
and a successful career. But then Spike
Vardon, Matthew�s best friend from
college days, is killed in a mysterious
drowning accident and Matthew receives
a letter that shakes the very foundations
of his comfortable existence. (English) 
Erin HART

Haunted Ground   
448pp Pb 19.95

When a severed head is found in an
ancient bog in southeast Galway, it may
be an historical relic or the answer to a
local mystery. As Cormac Maguire and
Nora Gavin investigate, they reawaken
interest in the missing Mina Osborne,
who vanished - with her son - two years
ago. Recommended. (American) 
Veronica HELEY

Murder by Accident
252pp Hb 54.95

Adjusting to life as
a wealthy widow,
Ellie Quick is
shattered to hear
that her difficult
but endearing
Aunt Drusilla has
been killed in a
freak accident.
What if it were not
a genuine
accident? The
police are
suspicious of all those closest to Aunt
Drusilla. Ellie struggles to keep her
dysfunctional family from falling apart as
each one in turn is suspected of murder.
(English) 
Daniel HECHT

City of Masks   451pp Pb 18.95
Lucretia Black�s skills are tested to the

limit when she is hired to investigate the
haunting of fragile Lila Beauforte in her
ancestral New Orleans home. Is Lila
insane? Could an unsolved murder in the
Beauforte house some years earlier be
responsible for the apparition now
tormenting her? Or could Cree be dealing
with a case of suppressed memory,
something that happened in Lila�s own
past? (American) 

Reginald HILL
Good Morning, Midnight 

466pp Tp 29.95
The 20th in the Dalziel and Pascoe series.
Heredity seems to have gone a gene too
far when Pal Maciver's suicide in a locked
room exactly mirrors that of his father ten
years ago. In each case, accusing fingers
point towards Pal's stepmother, the
beautiful, enigmatic Kay Kafka. But she
turns out to have a formidable champion
Andrew Dalziel. DCI Peter pascoe,
nominally in charge of the case, finds he is
constantly body-checked by his superior
as he tries to disentangle the complex
relationships of the Maciver family.
(English) 
Metsy HINGLE

Flash Point  376pp Pb 17.95
New York

photographer Kelly
Santos hides behind
her camera and her
talent, where no one
can know about her
tragic past or the
visions that haunt
her. Now, the past
is calling out to her,
calling her back to
her native New
Orleans to the
hidden danger that waits. (American) 
Tami HOAG

Three Great Novels
1,001pp Tp 29.95

This omnibus contains Ashes to Ashes
(1999), Dust to Dust (2000) and Dark
Horse (2001). (American) 
Tami HOAG

Two Great Novels   825pp Tp 19.95
Contains Night Sins (1995) and

Guilty as Sin (1996). (American) 
William HOFFMAN

Wild Thorn   294pp Pb 19.95
This is a lyrical, yet hard-boiled,

genre-bending crime novel that captures
the nuances of West Virginia�s peculiar
beauty and its small town eccentrics. The
digging up of secrets about a murder
threatens to make powerful enemies of
those who are fearful of the truth.
(American) 
Linda HOWARD

Kill and Tell 305pp Pb 16.95
Still reeling from her mother�s

recent death, Karen Whitlaw is stunned
when she receives a
package containing
a mysterious
notebook from her
estranged father.
Then a shocking
phone call: Karen�s
father has been
murdered on the
gritty streets of
New Orleans.
(American) 
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James HUSTON
Secret Justice    343pp Tp 29.95
Huston takes the hottest issue of our

time � the War on Terrorism � and
explores it in a compelling thriller filled
with high stakes courtroom drama and
the shadowy world of American Special
Forces operations. (American) 
John HUXLEY

Dead Parrot 272pp Pb 24.95
This is a novel with a difference. It

is a bird-watcher thriller. In addition to
being a great read, it delves into
Australia�s fastest-growing pastime. It
explores how and why some birders have
transformed this �genteel� pursuit into a
competitive sport. Set in Sydney, it has
some astute and humorous observations
and insights into life in the emerald city.
(Australian) 
Bill JAMES

The Girl with the Long Back #20
239pp Hb 42.95

Big trouble is brewing among the drug
barons on the patch policed by Detective
Chief Superintendent Harpur and his
unpredictable boss, Assistant
Commissioner Iles.  (English) 
Quintin JARDINE

Unnatural Justice   
247pp Tp 32.95

Oz Blackstone series #7. Crawling from
backstage are some very nasty characters
who will resort to murder to get what
they want, but Oz has never ducked out
of confrontation. As he prepares to fight
back, he knows he is being sucked into a
vortex of evil. (Scottish) 
Iris JOHANSEN

Fatal Tide   320pp Tp 30.00
When marine researcher Melis Nemid

moved to her own
Caribbean island
and devoted herself
to the study of
dolphin behaviour,
she hoped to put
behind her a
nightmarish past
torn by violence. But
it soon becomes clear
that Melis is treading
dangerous waters.
(American) 
Iris JOHANSEN

No One to Trust   296pp Pb 18.95
Elena Kyler is an assassin trained by

the military, and a loner. Now she finds
herself on the run from one dangerous
man, intent on destroying her, and
turning to another for help. (American) 

Bett Reece JOHNSON
The Woman Who Found Grace

261pp Tp 28.95
Cordelia Morgan has never aspired to the
humdrum life. She is brilliant, rebellious
and ever itching for another adrenalin
high. She has had plenty of them during
her years as ace-specialist for an
international �contracting� company. And
since defecting, while on assignment in
New Mexico, she has been at the top of
The Company�s hit list, and on the run.
Could it be that even Cordelia has had
enough? (American) 
Stuart KAMINSKY

Not Quite Kosher #7 
254pp Pb 17.95

Abe Lieberman is a strong, sympathetic
character, an everyman whose love for
his family is only matched by his quiet,
zealous commitment to justice. Together
with his Irish partner Bill Hanrahan, they
make an odd pair as a detective team in
Chicago. (American) 
Stuart KAMINSKY

To Catch a Spy
230pp Tp 29.95

Hollywood gumshoe Toby Peters (who
has played sleuth to such movie
luminaries as Humphrey Bogart, the
Marx Brothers, Bette Davis, Mae West
and Charlie Chaplin) finds himself
working for Cary Grant. This is the 22nd
in the series set in 1940s Los Angeles.
(American) 
Alex KAVA

At the Stroke of Madness   
316pp Tp 27.95

When Special Agent Maggie O�Dell
receives a concerned phone call from Dr
Gwen Patterson about a missing patient,
she agrees, unofficially, to look into the
woman�s disappearance. Then, the body
of a woman is discovered in a 55-gallon
drum in an abandoned rock quarry. Then
more bodies, in more drums, are
unearthed. (American) 
Alex KAVA

Soul Catcher 402pp Pb 16.95
A group of young men commit

suicide in a secluded cabin. A senator�s
daughter is found strangled. Two
seemingly unrelated cases. Both are
assigned to expert criminal profiler
Maggie O�Dell. As she delves deeper, it
appears there is a connection. (American) 

Jim KELLY
The Water Clock 312pp Pb 19.95
In the snowbound landscape of the

Cambridgeshire fens, a body is
discovered, locked in a block of ice. High
on Ely Cathedral a second corpse is
found, grotesquely �riding� a stone
gargoyle. Journalist Philip Dryden knows
he is onto a great story when forensic
evidence links both victims to one
terrifying event in 1966. (English) 
M G KINCAID

The Last Victim in Glen Ross   
294pp Pb17.95

In the suspenseful
tradition of Ian
Rankin comes a
pulse quickening
debut novel set in
the Scottish
countryside from a
new voice in
mystery fiction. The
two main characters
are Detective Sgt
Seth Mornay and his
partner, Constable Claire Gillespie, in
what is the first in a projected new series.
(American) 
Jayne Ann KRENTZ

Light in Shadow   
306pp Pb 18.95

Zoe Luce is a successful interior designer,
and when she senses that one of her
clients may be hiding a dark secret, she
enlists private investigator Ethan Truax
to find the truth. (American) 
Jayne Ann KRENTZ

Truth or Dare   401pp Tp 32.95
Zoe, now married to Ethan Truax,

has her newlywed life interrupted when a
shadowy figure from the Zoe�s past
shows up in Whispering Springs, and her
closest friend is put at terrible risk...
(American) 
Clare LAYTON

Clutch of Phantoms
323pp Pb 15.95

Three women seek to escape the clutches
of the past, but in a remote English village
their stories intertwine. This is a fast
paced novel that explores questions
about the roots of violence and the
potential for change. The author also
writes under the name of Natasha
Cooper. (English) 
Laura LIPPMAN

Last Place 374pp Pb 17.95
PI Tess Monaghan knows all

about the darker side of human nature,
not least from her days as a reporter. But
she never expected to be on the receiving
end of a court sentence to attend six
months� counselling for Anger
Management. Tess starts counselling,
although her attention soon turns to a
series of unsolved murders. (American) 
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Gabrielle LORD

Lethal Factor  318pp Tp 29.95
With a horrifying anthrax murder

and the brutal, ritualistic killing of a nun,
forensic examiner Jack McCain, whom we
last met in Death Delights (Pb 18.95),
takes on two baffling new cases. Another
superb action-packed thriller.
(Australian) 
Robert LUDLUM

Bourne Trilogy 1,400pp Tp 32.95
This contains Bourne Identity (1980),

Bourne Supremacy (1986) and Bourne
Ultimatum (1990). (English) 
Pierre MAGNAN

Beyond the Grave   394pp Pb 22.95
The mysterious,

enigmatic Seraphin
Monge, having
avenged the horrific
murder of his
family, has vanished
as abruptly as he
appeared. But is
Seraphin dead or
alive? Did he perish
in an avalanche of
mud? Dead, if that is
what he is, Seraphin appears to be
infinitely more present than he was in his
lifetime. Self contained sequel to The
Murdered House (Pb 22.95). (French) 
Kam MAJD

High Impact 387pp Pb 17.95
The crash of an Atlas Airways jet is

now a matter for the investigators until
bodies are secretly pulled from the sea.
Evidence is hidden, and then destroyed.
A witness to the accident, Kate Gallagher
cannot guess that her daughter,
recuperating in a Florida hospital, holds
the key to both the crash and a sinister
conspiracy. (American) 
Richard MARIUS

An Affair of Honor
592pp Pb 24.95

Charles Alexander,
working late one
night in downtown
B o u r b o n v i l l e ,
Tennessee witnesses
a double murder.
His life is saved
when he promises
the killer not to tell.
But Charles does tell
and we watch,
fascinated, as a trial,
an appeal and a new terror is unleashed
on the countryside. Marius is also the
author of an excellent biography of
Thomas More (Tp 45.00). (American) 

John MATTHEWS
The Shadow Chaser   470pp Tp

29.95
Andre Lemoine,
one of the world�s
top genetic
researchers, has an
obsession � to save
the growing legions
decimated by AIDS.
And, in particular,
to save the young
African boy he has
adopted and who is
dying from the terrifying disease. Battling
not only with a chaotic personal life but
also the sinister efforts of two ambitious
rivals bent on success at any cost, Andre�s
race to find a cure takes him from the
jungles of Africa and Brazil to the
seamiest corners of Paris. (English)
Peter MAY

Chinese Whispers  
416pp Pb 18.95

The sixth in the Inspector Li Yan series. Li
Yan, the head of Beijing's crime squad, is
charged with providing a quick result on
the case of the Beijing Ripper. The results
of an autopsy on one of the victims send
shockwaves through the investigation,
and Li begins to receive personal letters
from the killer. (English)
K T McCAFFREY

End of the Line   314pp Pb 18.95
A case of multiple murder for

investigative reporter Emma Boylan.
Drawn through a maze of suspicion and
intrigue, she looks to the past for clues. As
clue after clue falls into place, Emma
unwittingly places her own life in danger.
(Irish) 
Alexander McCALL SMITH

The No. 1 Ladies Detective
Agency 213pp Hb 34.95

A special limited edition hardback of our
bestselling title for 2003. (Scottish) 
Val MCDERMID

Hostage to Murder  
384pp Pb 18.95

Spraining an ankle is rarely a stroke of
luck, but for Lindsay Gordon, jobless in
Glasgow, the injury is her introduction to
young freelance journalist Rory McLaren,
and the opening of a new chapter in her
life. When a local car dealer's son is
kidnapped, Lindsay and Rory are invited
to trade journalism for detection.
(English) 
Iain MCDOWALL

Perfectly Dead   
240pp Pb 19.95

Chief Inspector Jacobson hates drug
related cases. Not least because it means
he has to work with the drug squad. But
there's no alternative when a local dealer
turns up burnt, battered and dead. The
third in the Jacobson & Kerr series.
(Scottish) 

G A McKEVETT
Death by Chocolate #8

301pp Pb 17.95
When she hears that the Queen of
Chocolate or Lady Eleanor has been
getting death threats, Savannah Reid
jumps at the chance to be her round-the-
clock bodyguard. But when the Queen of
Chocolate drops dead in the middle of
her own live TV show, Savannah is
horrified. (American) 
Brad MELTZER

Zero Game   496pp Tp 32.95
Matthew Mercer and Harris

Sandler are bored and disillusioned after
a decade as Washington senior staffers,
and the clandestine Zero Game sounds
good fun. But when someone close to
them ends up dead, they realise the game
is far more sinister, and soon they're
running for their lives. (American) 
Kyle MILLS

Rising Phoenix (1997)
451pp Pb 19.95

Special Agent Mark Beamon is a
maverick. His open disdain for the FBI�s
rules has exiled him to a no hope post. But
when a shadowy right wing group starts
flooding America�s emergency rooms
with dead and dying, Beamon is
summoned back to Washington.
(American) 
Kyle MILLS

Sphere of Influence
416pp Pb 19.95

Mark Beamon has
always been an
unconventional FBI
agent. When he finds
himself in an
international criminal
conspiracy, he is
plunged into a river of
deceit and is forced to
address the most
important question of
his life - what makes a
crime a crime. (American) 
Shirley Rousseau MURPHY

Cat Seeing Double #8 
360pp Pb 16.95

When Ryan Flannery lands in a heap of
trouble after her philandering husband is
found dead, feline detective Joe Grey and
his pals, Dulcie and Kit, set out to prove
her innocence. (American) 
John NANCE

Skyhook 597pp Pb 19.95
Further nail

biting suspense from
the master of the
airborne disaster
thriller. Two people
with different
problems seek
answers, not
knowing that their
fears have a common
source. (American) 
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Meg O�BRIEN
Last Cheerleader   394pp Pb 17.95
Successful LA literary agent Mary Beth

Conahan has come a long way from her
troubled past. But when Mary�s ex-
husband and her bestselling author are
killed, she finds herself in the middle of a
murder investigation. (American) 
Gemma O�CONNOR

Following the Wake   
350pp Pb 21.95

The fallout from
Evangeline Walter�s
murder touched
everyone who knew
her, as if her venom
has insidiously
leeched into their
lives and poisoned
their happiness. But
of all those who
knew her, none
suffered more than
the wife and son of VJ Sweeney, who
drowned at sea before he could be
charged with her killing. 10 years on, the
sense of unfinished business continues to
linger, and Gil Sweeney has become
obsessed to find out what really
happened. (Irish) 
Baroness ORCZY

The Case of Miss Elliot (1905)
214pp Tp 25.95

All of the 12 detective stories in this
volume are puzzled over by Orczy�s
mysterious armchair detective, The Old
Man in the Corner. (Hungarian) 
Perri O�SHAUGHNESSY

Presumption of Death   
390pp Tp 32.95

After a tumultuous year, attorney Nina
Reilly heads home to put her life in order
and move in with her long-term but part-
time love, Paul van Wagoner. Carmel
Valley, however, is not quite the sleepy
town Nina remembers. (American) 
Jefferson PARKER

Cold Pursuit 360pp Tp 29.95
When 84-year-old millionaire

Peter Braga is found bludgeoned to death
in his San Diego mansion, homicide cop
Tom McMichael is one of the first on the
scene. Not good news, especially since
the Irish McMichaels and the Portuguese
Bragas share a violent family history
dating back three generations.
(American) 
Chris PETIT

Human Pool   481pp Pb 19.95
During the war, Joe Hoover worked

for the American intelligence service and
Karl-Heinz Strasse worked for the SS. The
two should never have met, but they
became the closest of associates. 60 years
later, the man who introduced them
seems to have resurfaced, continuing
operations that should have ended long
ago. (English) 

Douglas PRESTON & Lincoln CHILD
The Cabinet of Curiosities

544pp Pb 18.95
In downtown
Manhattan, a
gruesome discovery
has just been made -
an underground
charnel house
containing the
bones of dozens of
murder victims.
Research revels that
a serial killer was at
work in New York
in the 1880s, bent on
prolonging his lifespan by any means.
When a newspaper story on the old
murders appears to ignite a new series of
horrifyingly similar killings, panic
overtakes the city. (American) 
Thom RACINA

Deadly Games   371pp Pb 19.95
It is called Practice

Run, a computer game
that is captivating the
imagination of an entire
generation of teenagers.
For Tyler Bryant, the
mastermind behind it, it
is a dream for success
come true. Then a series
of twisted murders
occurs across the country and the
connection: each killer was a teenager
addicted to Practice Run and susceptible
to its hidden messages. (American) 
Lou RAND

The Gay Detective (1961)   
139pp Tp 28.95

This is a genre-busting gem of a story
written in the golden age of American
�pulp� paperbacks. It is available for the
first time to contemporary readers.
(American) 
Ian RANKIN

Three Great Novels
824pp Tp 29.95

This omnibus contains Let it Bleed (1995),
Black and Blue (1997) and Hanging
Garden (1998). All feature Rebus.
(Scottish) 
John RIDLEY

The Drift 270pp Tp 32.95
This was chosen by The Washington

Post as one of the best books of the year.
Charlie has been asked a desperate
favour: find the 17-year-old niece of the
man who taught him how to survive the
rails: a girl lost somewhere on the High
Line, the �corridors of racist hate� along
the tracks of the Pacific Northwest.
Charlie has little hope of finding her
alive, but the request is an obligation he
cannot refuse. This novel is at once
stunningly visceral and psychologically
complex, furiously paced and deeply
empathic. (American) 

Nicholas RHEA
Constable along the River
Bank 223pp Tp 19.95

Most police officers contemplate
promotion, and Constable Nick of
Adensfield is no exception. As he
ponders leaving the village in a bid for
higher rank, his wife begins her new job
but she does not want to leave their
happy moor land home. It is the latest in
the series which inspired the TV series
Heartbeat. (English) 
Phil RICKMAN

The Lamp of the Wicked   
564pp Pb 18.95

The fifth and most
d e v a s t a t i n g
Merrily Watkins
mystery takes the
e n d e a r i n g l y
fallible heroine
from the wilder
shores of
m i l l e n n i a l
spirituality to the
darkest hinterland
of human
depravity. Soon to
be a TV series. (English) 
David ROBBINS

Scorched Earth   389pp Pb 17.95
In a small town in Virginia, the

temperature keeps rising. There has been
no rain in weeks and the whole place is a
tinderbox just waiting to explode. All it
will take is a spark to ignite the rage and
hatred that are so carefully kept hidden.
And then, in the midst of the terrible heat,
a tragedy occurs. (American) 
David ROBERTS

Dangerous Sea   
248pp Hb 42.95

The Lord Edward Corinth and Verity Browne
series #4. Like the previous three novels,
this is a colourful and exciting account of
the dirty politics of the 1930s and the
private passions of very recognisable
people. (English) 
Nora ROBERTS

Birthright 465pp Pb 19.95
When 5,000-year-old human

bones are found at a construction site in
the small town of Woodsboro, the news
draws archaeologist Callie Dunbrook out
of her sabbatical and into a whirlwind of
adventure, danger and romance.
(American) 
Kim Stanley ROBINSON

Forty Signs of Rain 356pp Tp 29.95
This is an unforgettable tale of

survival which captures a world where
even the innocent pattern of rainfall
resounds with the destiny of the
biosphere. (American) 
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Simon SHAW

Selling Grace   475pp Pb 18.95
Grace Cornish is in trouble and to get

over her legal problems all she has to do
is be the bait to catch a money launderer
by working in an escort agency. If she
sells her body for one night her
impending court case could disappear.
But as usual with Grace, things are not
that simple... (English) 
Georges SIMENON

Stain on the Snow (1953)   
234pp Pb 19.95

Simenon explores the intricate
psychology of a young criminal, even
lending the repellent Frank Friedmaier a
chilling grandeur as he faces remorseless
interrogation and his fate. This is a bleak
and brilliant masterpiece. (French) 
Carol SMITH

Home from Home   298pp Pb 19.95
Oppressed by the aftermath of 9/11,

New York novelist Anna Kovac answers
an ad and exchanges her elegant
townhouse for a villa in Tuscany. Then
things start to go wrong. She rushes back
to New York after the death of her friend,
only to find she cannot get into her house.
Someone appears to have stolen her
identity, emptied her bank account, sold
her possessions and even abducted her
beloved father. (American) 
Mariah STEWART

Until Dark   394pp Pb 17.95
A skilled

compositor for the
FBI, Kendra Smith has
a way with witnesses,
helping them to
remember crucial
details about their
attackers they might
otherwise have
forgotten. Determined
to put her own painful
past behind her, she
throws herself into her job, but she is to
learn a lethal lesson: you can run from the
past, but you can�t hide. (American) 
Peter STRAUB

Lost Boy, Lost Girl    
281pp Tp 29.95

A woman kills herself for no apparent
reason. A week later, her teenage son
disappears. The vanished boy�s uncle,
Tim Underhill, is compelled to return to
his hometown to discover what he can.
(American) 
Janelle TAYLOR

Don�t Go Home
347pp Pb 17.95

Delivering edge of your seat suspense
and breathtaking romance is what Janelle
Taylor does best. Now, she returns with
the story of two strangers thrown
together in the face of danger, fighting to
uncover the truth about the people they
love. (American) 

Ross THOMAS
Fourth Durango (1989)   

278pp Tp 34.00
Into this Durango comes a former chief
justice of the state supreme court,
followed by son-in-law Kelly Vines to act
as his emissary to the beautiful and savvy
mayor. Following them is a false priest
and a run of murders. It takes a Ross
Thomas to stir these characters into a
witty and ingenious mix. It has a new
introduction by Sara Paretsky.
(American) 
Ross THOMAS

Twilight at Mac�s Place (1990)  
310pp Tp 34.00

The quiet death of an aged spy triggers a
desperate race to control his memoirs,
which threaten to reveal Cold War secrets
many would prefer stay hidden. The
spy�s estranged son receives the memoirs
and is smart enough to seek the help of
two veteran Cold Warriors who own a
bar called Mac�s Place that is both a
Capital landmark and a nest of intrigue. It
has a new introduction by Jefferson
Parker. (American) 
Jim THOMPSON

The Grifters (1963)   
187pp Pb 19.95

Roy Dillon is young, good-looking and
devastatingly charming. He is also a con
man. Lily, his mother, works for the mob.
Moira Langtry, Roy�s mistress, is always
looking for the main chance, and so is
Carol Roberg, the nurse drafted in to look
after Roy when a bad choice of mark
leaves him with internal bleeding.
Together they make up a perverse
quadrangle of greed and love. (American) 
Newton THORNBURG

Dreamland (1983)   
319pp Pb 22.95

This is a novel of multiple murders, kinky
people and power in high places. Fast
paced and graphic, the suspense is built
skilfully to a climax. (American) 
Elaine VIETS

Murder between the Covers  
275pp Pb 15.95

The Dead End Job series featuring Helen
Hawthorne #2. This time Helen is working
in a bookstore when the owner gets cut
short and the police are about to charge
his unforgiving lover, and Helen�s wacky
neighbour, with the crime. To save her
friend, Helen will have to read between
the lines and uncover the truth about a
clever killer. (American) 
Tina WAINSCOTT

I�ll Be Watching You   
373pp Pb 17.95

She thought she had left her past behind
but she was wrong, dead wrong. It starts
with a few dirty looks from the locals.
Then a pick-up truck tries to run her off
the road. The signs are all there. Someone
wants her gone before more dirty secrets
see the light of day. (American) 

Guy WALTERS
The Traitor   627pp Pb 19.95
In 1943, British agent Captain John

Lockhart is in Crete fighting with the
partisans. Captured by the Germans, he
faces a stark choice: betray his country, or
die. He strikes a bargain with his captors.
In return for the life of his imprisoned
wife, he will change sides. Aware that he
will be branded a traitor, he seeks to
redeem himself by destroying a terrifying
secret weapon that threatens to change
the course of the war. (English) 
W H WATFORD

Lethal Risk 383pp Pb 17.95
When Dr Jack Harris, on loan to a

local ER, treats a teen runaway, he finds
himself named the prime suspect in her
disappearance. To clear his name, Jack
must unravel the tangled web of the
missing girl�s past, discovering a deadly
conspiracy that has already taken several
lives. (American) 
Robert WILSON

Blind Man of Seville   
400pp Pb 18.95

Semana Santa - Holy Week in Seville -
and a most unholy sight awaits homicide
detective Javier Falcon. A leading
restaurateur has been found dead in his
apartment, bound and gagged before a
TV screen. Unable to close his eyes
because the killer had removed his
eyelids, his struggles to avoid the pictures
flickering before him have caused terrible
injuries. What unbearable images of
horror had the killer forced him to
confront? (English/Portuguese) 

Rhys BOWEN
Death of Riley 307pp Pb 17.95
A Molly Murphy
mystery. 1901, New
York City. Poor Molly
does not seem to fit in
anywhere until she
becomes an assistant
to the notorious
private investigator,
Paddy Riley.
Unfortunately for
Riley, he is killed off
by his underworld
acquaintances leaving Molly in
possession of the agency. On her first solo
job she has to find Riley�s killer.
(American) 
Lindsey DAVIS
Falco on the Loose 1,205pp Tp 34.95
1st century, Rome. This volume contains
three novels featuring Roman sleuth
Marcus Didius Falco: Last Act in Palmyra
(1994), Time to Depart (1995) and A
Dying Light in Corduba (1996). (English) 
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Barry DAY (editor)
Sherlock Holmes 225pp Hb 54.00
In his own words and in the words of those
who knew him. 1887 - Present. There are
many revelatory passages about the
personal and professional lives of
Sherlock Holmes spread throughout the
array of Doyle�s works. This work has
arranged them like a �biography in
quotes� of the personal life and public
career of the famous detective. It presents
Holmes as seen by those in his inner circle
- such as brother Mycroft, stalwart
sidekick Watson, and the Baker Street
Irregulars - and by such arch-villains as
Professor Moriarty. (American)
Paul DOHERTY
Murder Imperial   320pp Pb 18.95
313AD. Under the rule of the Emperor
Constantine, Rome finally seems to be
emerging from its turbulent past. But the
Emperor's loyalties are brought into
question when three courtesans are found
dead. Claudia - a spy - is called upon, but
she has motives of her own. Roman
Mystery #2. (English)
Ashley GARDNER
The Hanover Square Affair

261pp Pb 15.95
A mystery of Regency
England #1. 1816,
London. Captain
Lacey spies a mob
howling for blood
in Hanover Square
before a group of
c a v a l r y m e n
disperses them, but
the leader of the
rabble is felled by a
bullet to the back.
(American)
Tracy GRANT
Beneath a Silent Moon   

608pp Pb 18.95
In the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars,
Melanie and Charles Fraser have traded
the moment-to-moment dangers of the
war-ravaged continent for the glittering
world of Britain. But beneath the
shimmering veneer of London society is
an establishment rotten to the core. The
second in the series  following Daughter
of the Game (Pb 18.95). (American)
Michael JECKS
Outlaws of Ennor (#16)   

320pp Hb 59.95
Shipwrecked, Baldwin and Simon are
washed ashore on neighbouring islands.
Both are independently charged with
investigating the murder of a tax
gatherer, embroiling them in the bitter
rivalry between two island communities.
Can they uncover the truth in time to
prevent a massacre? (English)

Michael JECKS
The Templar's Penance (#15)  

320pp Pb 18.95
Baldwin Furnshill and
Bailiff Simon Puttock
have been granted
leave to go on a
pilgrimage. Together
they travel across
Europe, but the danger
is never far away. A
beautiful girl is found
raped and murdered
on a hillside and the
pair lend their investigative skills to the
local inquiry. (English)
James PATTERSON & Andrew GROSS
Jester 480pp Pb 19.95
In 11th century France, freedom is a
luxury worth fighting for. But is it worth
dying for? Arriving home disillusioned
from the Crusades, Hugh deLuc
discovers his village has been ransacked
and his wife abducted. He takes on the
role of a jester to find his wife and win
freedom. (American)   
John PILKINGTON
A Ruinous Wind 227pp Hb 54.95
A Thomas the Falconer mystery. 1588,
England. Lord Edmund plans to re-enact
the fall of the Spanish Armada to impress
Queen Elizabeth I. Thomas and his
master are staying with Edmund when
three of his guests are murdered.
(English)
Candace ROBB
The Fire in the Flint 315pp Hb 62.95
A Margaret Kerr mystery. 13th century
Scotland. Margaret is living in Edinburgh
with her uncle Murdoch during the
summer of 1297, searching for her long-
absent husband who is in the service of
Robert the Bruce. Margaret herself is still
loyal to the deposed King John Balliol.
Then terrifying raids and a brutal murder
on the Kerr property bring the wrath of
the English down on the heads of
Margaret and her uncle. What was it the
raiders sought from Margaret�s property?
Can she trust either her husband or her
father? (English) 
Metta Fuller VICTOR
The Dead Letter (1867) 
& The Figure Eight (1869)

388pp Tp 52.00
1860s, USA. Before Raymond Chandler,
before Dorothy Sayers or Agatha Christie,
there was Metta Fuller Victor (1831-1885),
the first American author of a full-length
detective novel. Published under the
name Seeley Regester, these novels show
how (by combining conventions of the
mystery form first developed by Edgar
Allan Poe with those of the domestic
novel) Victor pioneered the domestic
detective story and paved the way for
generations of writers to follow.
(American)

Robert G BARRETT
Leaving Bondi

5xcassettes 7.5hrs 34.95
Carmel BIRD

Open for Inspection
5xcassettes 8hrs 34.95

Read by Caroline Lee. Unabridged.
Carter BROWN

The Tigress 2xcassettes 3.5hrs 19.95
The Temptress

2xcassettes 4hrs 19.95
Model for Murder

2xcassettes 3.5hrs 19.95
Stab in the Dark

3xcassettes 4hrs 24.95
Read by Sean Mangan. Unabridged.

Patricia CORNWELL
The Last Precinct 3xCDs 3hrs 35.00
Isle of Dogs 3xCDs 3.5hrs 35.00
Read by Lorelei King. Abridged. 

Peter CORRIS
The Washington Club

4xcassettes 6hrs 29.95
Wet Graves 4xcassettes 5hrs 29.95
The Black Prince

4xcassettes 5hrs 29.95
Lugarno 4xcassettes 5hrs 29.95
The Reward 4xcassettes 5.5hrs 29.95
Salt and Blood

4xcassettes 5.5hrs 29.95
Read by Peter Hosking. Unabridged.

Janet EVANOVICH
Hard Eight 2xcassettes 3hrs 27.95
Read by Lorelei King. Abridged.

Elizabeth GEORGE
A Place of Hiding 5xCDs 6hrs 54.95
Read by Simon Jones. Abridged. 

Kerry GREENWOOD
Murder in Montparnasse

5xcassettes 8hrs 34.95
Away with the Fairies

6xcassettes 8.5hrs 39.95
Read by Stephanie Daniel. Unabridged.

J A JANCE
Partner in Crime

4xcassettes 6hrs 39.95
Read by Debra Monk and Cotter Smith.
Abridged.

Charlotte JAY
Beat not the Bones

4xcassettes 8hrs 29.95
Read by Paula Gardner. Unabridged.

Barry MAITLAND
Babel 8xcassettes 11hrs 49.95
Read by Gary Files. Unabridged.

Shane MALONEY
Something Fishy 3xCDs 3.5hrs 34.95
Read by Tiriel Mora. Abridged.

Tara MOSS
Fetish 6xcassettes 7.5hrs 39.95
Split 6xcassettes 8hrs 39.95
Read by Tara Moss. Unabridged.
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James PATTERSON

The Big Bad Wolf
4xcassettes 6hrs 42.95

Read by Kerry Shale. Abridged.
Kathy REICHS

Bare Bones 5xCDs 5.5hrs 44.95
Read by Michele Pawk. Abridged.

Matthew REILLY
Area 7 8xcassettes 13hrs 49.95
Ice Station 8xcassettes 15.5hrs 49.95
Read by Sean Mangan. Unabridged.

Ruth RENDELL
The Rottweiler

2xcassettes 3.5hrs 34.95
Read by Jan Francis. Abridged.

Jennifer ROWE
Something Wicked

6xcassettes 10.5hrs 39.95
Deadline 4xcassettes 8.5hrs 39.95
Read by Tracey Callander. Unabridged.

Peter TEMPLE
In the Evil Day

8xcassettes 10hrs 49.95
Read by Nicholas Bell. Unabridged.

Arthur UPFIELD
The Great Melbourne Cup Mystery

4xcassettes 5.5hrs 29.95
Read by Stig Wemyss. Unabridged.

Arthur W UPFIELD
Venom House 4xcassettes 7hrs 29.95
The Clue of the New Shoe

5xcassettes 6.75hrs 34.95
Bushranger of the Skies

4xcassettes 7.75hrs 29.95
Death of a Swagman

4xcassettes 7.5hrs 29.95
Read by Peter Hosking. Unabridged.

Matthew BENNS
When the Bough Breaks

316pp Pb 22.95
The true story of child killer Kathleen Folbigg.
Caleb, Patrick, Sarah and Laura Folbigg
died one by one over a 10-year period in
similar circumstances � suddenly,
unexpectedly and while sleeping.
(Australian) 
David CANTER
Mapping Murder 240pp Hb 45.00
The secrets of
geographical profiling.
This author is the
UK�s leading pioneer
of criminal
p s y c h o l o g i c a l
profiling and he won
a Golden Dagger
award for his book
Criminal Shadows
in 1995. This new
book analyses how criminals reveal who
they are and where they live not just from
how they commit their crimes but also
from the locations they choose. (English) 

Steven EGGER
The Need to Kill 259pp Tp 39.95
Inside the world of the
serial killer. Drawing
on 20-plus years of
research, Egger
brings new clarity
to questions that
are rarely answered
accurately in the
media. He profiles
seven of history�s
most notorious
serial killers,
including John Wayne Gacy, Ted Bundy,
Henry Lee Lucas and Jeffrey Dahmer.
(American)
Michael FLEEMAN
Laci 246pp Pb 17.95
Inside the Laci Peterson murder. It began
with a fairytale marriage and ended in a
murder that stunned America.
(American) 
Glenn HASTEDT
Espionage: A Reference Handbook

226pp Hb 99.95
Contemporary World Issues series.
Combining an academic treatment of the
causes and forces that shape espionage
with narrative accounts of how spying
and spy catching are conducted, this book
covers Benedict Arnold, J Edgar Hoover,
the CIA, the KGB and Jay Pollard, among
other topics. Though special attention is
focused on the American experience,
British, Soviet and Israeli cases are
presented, along with recent world
events of terrorism and ethnic conflict,
providing a unique comparative
perspective on the international forces
behind spying. (American)
Christopher HIBBERT
The Roots of Evil (1963)

526pp Pb 24.95
A social history of crime and punishment.
This book, described by its readers as �a
great source document�, is necessary
reading for anybody who wishes to
understand the administration of
punishment. Reprint. (English)
John KOBLER
Capone (1971) 406pp Tp 35.00
The life and world of Al Capone. Here is
Capone�s story: his violent childhood in
Brooklyn, his lieutenancy to Johnny
Torrio, his rise in the ranks of the
underworld, the notorious St Valentine
Massacre, his ultimate control of the
entire city of Chicago and his decline
during imprisonment in Alcatraz.
(American) 
Clifford LINEDECKER
Deadly White Female (1994) 

275pp Pb 17.95
This is a horrifying account of real-life
con artist and sociopathic killer, Lisa Ann
Rohn. (American) 

Bob LONG & DCI McLACHLAN
Monsters and Men 275pp Pb 24.95
In a �fly on the wall� report, Scotland
Yard agreed that a BBC team could
shadow the work of the Paedophile Unit,
part of the Serious Crime Group of the
Metropolitan Police. Here is the
compelling story and disturbing detail
behind the BBC series. DCI MacLachlan�s
expert witness describes the subtle work
of the police in catching paedophiles,
giving guidelines for parents and child
carers to minimise the risks. (English) 
Al MAURONI
Chemical and Biological Warfare:
A Reference Handbook

239pp Hb 99.95
Contemporary World
Issues series. This is
the first introductory
work of its kind to
survey the
f u n d a m e n t a l s ,
policies and
strategies of
chemical and
biological warfare
from 1915 to the
present. From Agent
Orange to anthrax, chemical and
biological warfare is often viewed as an
abhorrent, immoral weapon abused by
evil despots of weaker nations. Why,
then, did the US government, now
focused on eliminating weapons of mass
destruction, sponsor the development
and stockpiling of chemical and
biological weapons between 1918 and
1990? (American) 
Duncan MacLAUGHLIN
Dead Lucky 271pp Hb 39.95
Lord Lucan: The Final
Truth. They called it the
manhunt of the century.
Following a sensational
murder in the heart of
Belgravia which
shocked high society
and gripped the world,
a new name was written
into criminal folklore: Lord Lucan. In the
30 years since he vanished, numerous
books and TV documentaries have
theorised on his possible fate. Now, at
last, a former detective turned author has
tracked down the incredible truth.
(English) 
Michael NEWTON
The Encyclopedia of High-Tech Crime
and Crime-Fighting 375pp Lp 45.00

From airport security to the ZYX computer
virus. This reference offers a
comprehensive survey of how the
underworld takes advantage of new
technologies, tools and techniques and
adapts them for nefarious purposes. It
also looks at how the authorities fight
back, prevent crime and capture
criminals. (American) 
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Crime Chronicle is compiled and edited 
by Peter Milne and Shelley Kay

Otto PENZLER (editor)
Best American Crime Writing 2003 488pp Tp 29.95
The year�s best true crime reporting. Maximillian Potter�s �The
Body Farm� from GQ: a portrait of Murray Marks, who collects
dead bodies to study their decomposition in order to help solve
crime; Lawrence Wright�s �The Counterterrorist� from The New
Yorker: the story of John O�Neill, the FBI agent who tracked
Osama bin Laden for a decade, until he was killed when the
World Trade Centre collapsed. These are just two of the many
intriguing, entertaining and compelling stories. (American) 

Kevin PERKINS
Bristow 394pp Pb 24.95
Last of the hard men. Tim Bristow was a legend. They called him Earthquake, The
Enforcer and Bruiser Bristow. He ruled the mean streets of Sydney with iron fists
and insider cunning. He was a tough private investigator who bribed cops, belted
criminals and bent the law to get justice for those who could not find it any other
way. This larger-than-life character was also a policeman, boxer, fashion and
photographic model, world surf champion, diver, crocodile hunter and feared
rugby player. (Australian)
Lisa PULITZER
Murder in Paradise 369pp Pb 17.95
In January 2000, the body of Lois McMillen, an artist holidaying in the British
Virgin Islands, was discovered draped across rocks where she had apparently
drowned in the Caribbean waves. The police found their suspects and they were
arrested. Each had an alibi, none had a motive. (American) 
Jeffrey ROBINSON
The Sink 389pp Tp 29.95

Terror, crime and dirty money in an offshore world. In the sequel to
The Laundrymen, Robinson calculates that �the dirty money
business� has doubled in less than 10 years and is ever more
sophisticated (law enforcement and concerned governments
flounder in its wake). He lays the blame on the offshore world.
In an eye-opening piece of investigative journalism, he reveals
the state of the art of business-as-crime worldwide. As vast
profits are turned into seemingly legitimate money, lawyers,
bankers, accountants, brokers and governments have sold out
to the mob, while terrorists use Western financial networks to

finance attacks on those same systems. (American)
Fred ROSEN
Flesh Collectors 295pp Pb 17.95
A misfit and a racist devil worshipper were serving time for petty crimes when
they met in a Florida penal system mental hospital. A friendship grew from their
shared lust for sadistic brutality, and once released they teamed up to hunt
human prey. (American) 
Laurence ROTH
Inspecting Jews 287pp Tp 55.00
American Jewish detective stories. Roth argues that the popular genre of Jewish
detective stories offers new insights into the construction of ethnic and religious
identity. He frames his study with the concept of �kosher hybridity� to look at the
complex process of mediation between Jewish and American culture in which
Jewish writers voice the desire to be both different from, and yet the same as,
other Americans. (American) 
Ann RULE

Without Pity 430pp Pb 19.95
Ann Rule�s most dangerous killers. For fans of this brilliant true
crime writer, this book is a selection from her books in the Crime
Files� series, but she has included three new cases. However, if
you want an introduction to this brilliant observer of American
culture, this is the anthology to start you off on an amazing
journey. (American) 
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